
Safe and Efficient Mobile 
Vaccine Delivery
Vaccine supply has been rapidly increasing in the  

United States, yet distribution challenges remain 

—how can we safely and quickly deliver vaccines  

in communities, schools and public sites? 

The zero-emission Electric Vaccine Vehicle (EVV)  

enables targeted reach while reducing demand at  

aggregation centers, supporting mobile vaccination  

clinics at the local, regional, state and national levels.

The EVV is designed and built to meet the needs of on-demand and mobile clinics for COVID-19 

virus testing and vaccine administration, and can be easily adapted for future needs — disaster 

relief, annual flu shot distribution, medical testing and more. Zero emissions and exhaust means 
the EVV will support regional climate goals while also mitigating additional COVID-19 risk,  

as poor air quality is known to worsen COVID-19 symptoms and outcomes.

Electric Vaccine Vehicle Benefits & Use Cases

Designed to meet Centers for  

Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)  

guidelines for vaccine storage,  

transport and handling1,2

Medical-Grade Equipment
On-board medical-grade storage for 

all materials and equipment required to 

administer the approved vaccines

Fully Integrated, Self-Contained

50-mile driving range plus 6-8 hours of equipment 

operation on a single charge or full-day operation 

when plugged in3 and vehicle can be charged using 

a standard 110V/20 amp outlet

Range and Run Time
Medical providers can treat patients from 

the running vehicle indoors or outdoors 

without fumes

Zero-Emissions, Zero Exhaust

More patient access, even within 

space-constrained locations

Compact Size
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All features, options, and specifications are subject to change.

1 The CDC requires a data logger or temperature monitoring device to consistently record live temperature readings from the inside of a  

refrigerator or freezer when storing all types of vaccines. Constant monitoring of vaccines at recommended temperatures is essential for  

maintaining the efficacy of a vaccine. Failing to do so can lead to wasted vaccines or ineffective vaccines being administered to patients.  
Please follow the CDC requirements for Vaccine Storage & the COVID-19 Vaccination Program found here:  

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/hcp/admin/storage-handling.html

2 All units tested and certified to maintain temperatures within refrigerated or frozen ranges required by the CDC.

3 Driving range and equipment operation time depends on EVV configuration and driving conditions.

Learn more about the EVV at:

www.vaccineEV.com
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